
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
education executive. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for education executive

Researching best practices including contact strategies, design, A/B testing,
delivery and deliverability issues, regulations (CAN-SPAM and online privacy),
and segmentation
Collaborate with the Assistant Director of Digital Marketing with email
strategy, calendar, and planning
Help build the vertical business case and achieve quarterly forecasts for
Education initiatives, pipeline development, sales
Target new customers and to develop strong relationships with clients in the
education industry, with particular emphasis on the college market, large
school districts, and international institutions
Collect and analyze data, create reports, review and explain trends to
support marketing, admission, program delivery, and program design
Formulate and evaluate alternative solutions and/or recommendations to
achieve the goals of the program or function
Actively and proactively participate in efforts to improve processes
Assist with creating and managing budgets, monitoring and approving
expenditures, and monitoring and approving revenue collection
Participate in outreach activities that may include communications and
coordination of events
Act as key contact for participants and prospective participants during
outreach, recruiting, admission, and program delivery
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Top performer in previous sales roles
Minimum of 7 years of sales experience in technology based products
A quantifiable record of success in Education or Technology sales, with a
demonstrated ability to meet and exceed sales goals
Experience with solution-based approach to solving customer requirements
and an understanding of complex sales cycles
The ability to build consensus throughout multiple levels of organizations,
and be adept at developing relationships at executive levels
Additionally, must be highly motivated and organized, able to travel, reside in
the territory, work independently, and possess strong analytical/problem
solving skills


